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Abstract
Lynx is expected to operate as an observatory, taking on missions sent by scientists and

downlinking data to drive further exploration and understanding of black holes. As part of
its mission, it is expected to provide insight in to the dawn of black holes, tracing their

growth from the seed phase and laying a better understanding on how they evolve with the
galaxies they reside in. Furthermore, Lynx is expected to provide more insight on stellar
coronae, more specifically the drivers behind stellar evolution and ecosystems. In this

paper, the focus will be on the second stage deployment until payload delivery. The model
presented in this paper aims to further analyze the second stage view of the system by

representing the system structure, interactions, behavior, and mathematically modeling

the system. The purpose of creating the model is to enable system management and obtain

an understanding, not only of the system, but of how it will change over its lifecycle. Factors
such as the orbital velocity, delta v, thrust, and weight will be considered in order to
determine the effectiveness of the delivery mission.
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Introduction
Considering that most active energy releases in the universe are primary visible in the x-

ray band, x-ray observations are vital in understanding how the universe works and

forming an overall deeper understanding of the origins and underlying physics of the
cosmos.

Current spacecrafts like the Chandra X-Ray telescope or the Hubble Space Telescope are
used to study black holes. Similarly, Lynx is expected to operate as an observatory,

following up on black hole seeds identified by the James Webb Space Telescope. Its

groundbreaking science instruments are expected to provide fifty times the throughput of
Chandra while also preserving its incomparable hyper-sharp spatial resolution. Lynx will
observe these supermassive black holes, studying their growth from the seed phase. In

operating as an observatory, it will downlink observation data down to mission control

who will then analyze it in order to determine how these black holes co-evolve with the
galaxies they reside in in efforts to gain insight into the process of galaxy formation and
evolution.

Regarding Lynx’s launch to payload delivery, this paper examines the process beginning at
the second stage until the payload is inserted into the 800,000-km semi-major axis halo

orbit around the SE-L2 libration point. Key performance indicators were drafted in order to
measure the overall process effectiveness.

This paper utilizes model based systems engineering approach in evaluating Lynx.

Requirements relating to the mission of the system are drafted, as well as the system’s
structure and interfaces. Furthermore, a physics based model is developed in order to
further analyze these indicators.
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Chapter 1: Lynx Overview
A black hole is a place in space where gravity pulls so much that even light cannot get out.
The gravity is so strong because matter has been squeezed into a tiny space, which can

happen when a star is dying. Black holes form when giant stars explode at the end of their
life cycle. If the exploding star has enough mass, it will collapse on itself down to a very

small size. Black holes cannot be seen because of the strong gravity that is pulling all of the
light into the black hole’s center. However, scientists can see their effects on the stars and
gases around them; this method is how black holes are detected. For instance, if a star is
orbiting a certain point in space, scientists can study that star’s motion in order to

determine if it is orbiting a black hole. Indeed, black holes vary in size; the smallest ones
may be as small as one atom, but can also contain the mass of a large mountain.

Supermassive black holes can have masses of over a million suns together, for instance, the
supermassive black hole at the center of Earth’s Milky Way has a mass equal to about four
million suns. However, not much is known about black holes, for example their effects on
galaxy formation or their growth processes.

Lynx is expected to reach approximately 10-19 erg/s/cm2 sensitivities needed for further

studies on black hole seeds detected by the James Webb Space Telescope. Essentially, Lynx
displays unparalleled angular resolution, observing strategy, and required sensitivity; it

has the ability to detect low surface brightness as well as high-resolution spectroscopy of

background active galactic nuclei. Thus, it will be instrumental in revealing the major
drivers behind galaxy and structure formulation.

Currently, spacecrafts like Chandra and the Hubble are being used as observatories to

study these black holes. Similarly, Lynx is expected to operate as a general observatory; the
steps are outlined in detail in Figure 01. Essentially, scientists will send Lynx real time
commands through the Deep Space Network. Using these commands, the Lynx X-ray

observatory will monitor X-rays and send telemetry data and updates based on the mission
back to scientists through the Deep Space Network.

5

Figure 01. Observatory Operations

Rocket propulsion systems are typically designed for similar missions in space exploration,
payload or satellite launching, defense products, and so on. They are also used to maintain
systems in orbit and transport vehicles through space or back to Earth. Using gas

expansion through a nozzle, they can provide the necessary force to propel objects. Engines
like the RL10, which are large pump-fed bipropellant liquid engines are typically installed
for upper stage missions. This type of engine is considered for the Lynx mission.
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Chapter 2: Mission & Solution Domain
Launch vehicle design is very challenging because of the complex, interconnected nature of
launch vehicles. The performance of the vehicle is not only influenced by the design and

characteristics, but also by its flight trajectory. As a result, systems engineering can be an
instrumental approach in optimizing both design and trajectory in order to predict and
improve overall performance.

Techniques such as those defined in Brown’s Elements of Spacecraft Design (2002) were
vital in mapping out a method for drafting requirements for optimal system design. The

launch vehicle selected for the payload in this instance is the Delta IV single stick with two
solid rocket motors. The spacecraft will be built around the X-ray mirror assembly.

The ascent trajectory of a launch vehicle begins at lift-off and ends when the payload is
placed into its specified orbit. In this case, the mission begins when the second stage is

ignited at its initial altitude of 41.14 nautical miles (nmi) and ends when the payload is

inserted into the 800,000-km semi-major axis halo orbit around the SE-L2 libration point.

The launch to orbit timeline is displayed in the figure below (Figure 02).

The timeline assumes the Delta IV single stick is the launch vehicle. It is assumed as an

adequate representation of capability of generic Delta IV-class vehicles in the 2030s;

however, the costs may not be an adequate representation.

The steps identified in the solution domain in efforts to improve the ability to evaluate and
represent the second stage include the system infrastructure, deriving system

requirements, and verification of the detailed requirements. The steps were taken to
capture the dynamic of the second stage mission. It focuses on the boundaries and

interfaces of the whole system as well as its components in efforts to mimic, or in some

part reflect system behavior and performance. Indeed, the current environment for similar
missions tends towards taking a holistic approach for system analysis. Employing this

approach seeks to further validate and reflect the design of the system, as well as how to

develop and manage it. Thus, the model for the second stage system is focused on tracking
the identified measures for system efficiency in reference to system design by integrating
Cameo and Matlab.
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Figure 02. Launch to Orbit Scope
During the defined flight path, safety factors were primary in analysis measures.

Constraints such as the payload mass, the vehicle staging, design and structure, and other
measures were taken into account. The measures selected were derived based on the

mission-level trades identifies in the Lynx Interim Report (3). The orbit, for instance, was

identified as a mission-level trade. As part of the science and payload category, it involves
mission efficiency, the launch vehicle and delta-V requirements, communication and
thermal factors, and radiation environment.

Based on the trades identified in the report, the key measures of effectiveness developed

for the system include its weight roll-up, delta v, and orbital velocity. The system’s weight
roll-up takes the sum of each part involved in the mission. These include the initial mass,
the payload mass, and the propellant mass.

Furthermore, a launch vehicle should be capable of providing the required energy to boost

the spacecraft into a desired orbit. Parameters like the altitude and velocity were useful in
drafting ways to measure this value.

Using the rocket equation for a two-stage vehicle, the ideal velocity change, for delta v was
also formulated. This value neglects effects due to gravity, aerodynamics, and flight
maneuvers.
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∆V = - (exit velocity)*(ln( 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ))
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

Afterwards, these measures will be analyzed with equations in Cameo Enterprise

Architecture and Matlab in order to derive actual values and further measure system
performance. The derived equations are explained in detail in later sections.

The system’s mission is defined from when the second stage is ignited at its initial altitude
of 41.14 nautical miles (nmi) and ends when the payload is inserted into the 800,000-km
semi-major axis halo orbit around the SE-L2 libration point. Information on the Delta IV,

Lynx, Chandra, and other articles on similar projects such as the James Webb Space

Telescope, and Athena, were vital in drafting the functional and performance requirements.
Other documents like the Binder paper which discusses the RL-10 engine was vital in

deriving requirements for the propulsion system. The measures of effectiveness were also
key in defining the requirements as they are essential to the system and its overall

performance. For example, the delta v and orbital velocity can be measured by certain

requirements, for instance, it can be traced back to the performance requirement for the
delta v budget of 107.1 m/s and the propulsion system requirement to provide the

required translational velocity changes to maintain the required orbit. See Figure 04 for the
full requirements diagram and the traces back to the performance indicators.

The requirements were further broken down into three categories: functional, interface,
and performance. These are listed in detail below:
INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

The interface requirements include all the system requirements that involve interactions

with another system. In creating these requirements, the interface is defined by one system
in reference to another system. The requirement defines how the system will exchange any
properties or information, or how a system element will connect to another system
element.

1. The second stage shall connect to a payload housing system.

2. The spacecraft shall be capable of providing communication with existing ground
stations through the Deep Space Network.

3. The communication system shall utilize Ka-band for science data downlink.
9

4. The communication system shall utilize X-band for low-rate telemetry and backup.
5. The spacecraft shall contain a pump-fed bipropellant engine.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The functional requirements outline the functions that will be performed by the system.
The requirements for the tasks that will be performed by the system are listed in detail
below.

1. The spacecraft system shall be capable of establishing uninterruptible power.

2. The system shall have gimbaled antennae for stability purposes.

3. The second stage shall separate from the first stage at an altitude of 41.14 nautical
miles.

4. The second stage shall be capable of carrying a payload with mass of at least 10,000
kg.

5. The propulsion system shall be hermetically sealed from the rest of the second
stage.

6. The propulsion system shall provide the required translational velocity changes to
maintain the required orbit.

7. The propulsion system shall control thrust direction.
8. The propulsion system shall control thrust duration.

9. The propulsion system shall control thrust magnitude.

10. The system shall be capable of maintaining temperature of all spacecraft equipment.
11. The system shall be capable of maneuvering between celestial targets to avoid
collisions.

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

The performance requirements are a bit more specific, that is, they identify quantitative
requirements for the overall system performance.

1. The propulsion system shall maintain a temperature of -251 degrees Celsius for the
liquid hydrogen supply.

2. The propulsion system shall maintain a temperature of -183 degrees Celsius for the
liquid oxygen supply.

3. The second stage shall arrive at a final orbit inclination of 28.5 degrees.
10

4. The system shall downlink data at a rate no less than 22.2 Mbps.
5. The system shall downlink data at least once a day.

6. The communications system shall be capable of operating at a frequency of 6.2 10.9 GHz.

7. The system shall maintain a delta-v budget of 107.1 m/s throughout years of
operations.

STRUCTURE

The structure for the entire mission was determined, with the primary focus and

decomposition on the second-stage mission. The second stage was broken down into its
subsystems, which include the payload, the launch vehicle, avionics, electrical power

system, communications, and the engine. These were then further reduced to individual
components.

In addition to highlighting the different parts, the operations, constraints, and value

properties were determined for the main system as well as the subsystems. The structural

view of the system is presented in more detail in the block definition diagram in Figure 07.

Figure 03. Black Box View of Second Stage
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Chapter 3: Architecture
Model Based Systems Engineering application highlights the efficiencies of digital thread
for design development. It allows for improvements in integration and product design,
while also upholding adherence to requirements and reduced development costs.

For this project, Cameo and Matlab were utilized to map out the requirements and

structure of the system. They were also involved in formulating ways to measure the key
performance indicators.
CAMEO

In creating the Cameo files, the first step was highlighting the requirements and capturing

some use cases for normal and safe mode operations. The spacecraft automatically engages
safe mode when it recognizes an anomaly and relays it to Mission Ops. Afterwards, Mission
ops will ensure the spacecraft and its instruments are safe and develop recovery measures
to return it to its normal operating mode. The requirements followed through the entire
system and its components. The diagram identifies which lower level requirements and

how they are derived and traces the requirements back to their corresponding measures of
effectiveness. These are presented in detail below in Figures 04-06.

Figure 04. Requirements Diagram
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Figure 05. Use Case Safe Mode Operations

Figure 06. Use Case Normal Mode Operations
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Afterwards, the system structure and relationships were captured in the block definition

and internal block diagrams. The block definition diagram broke down the different parts

involved in the mission overall. It then broke the mission scope, which is the second-stage
propulsion system, down into its component parts.

Figure 07. Second Stage Block Definition Diagram
Next, the system interfaces were captured in the internal block diagram. It highlights the

relationships among the different parts, as well as the flow properties that are distributed

among the subsystems. It identifies interfaces and flow properties such as communication
data, GPS data, temperature, pressure, and request and update information; these were

captured in interface blocks in the block definition diagram. Afterwards, they were input as
ports in the internal block diagram to characterize what properties were flowing in or out

of a given part. Further, the internal block diagram details the properties that flow into and
out of the entire system. The major source for the interfaces and flow properties among

system components were derived from the Binder paper. For example, when the fuel and

oxidizer mix and burn, the combustion creates large amounts of exhaust gas which is then
passed through the nozzle, accelerating the flow and producing thrust.
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Figure 08. System Interfaces
Modes of behavior were also developed for example, the steps involved in transfer of data

among the spacecraft, the Deep Space Network, and Mission Operations.

Figure 09. Transfer of Data
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Figure 10. Commands High Level
MATLAB
The Matlab model captures the math for the measures of effectiveness which go into the
parametric diagram in order to analyze efficiency scores. Drafted formulations for

measures of effectiveness such as orbit calculation, velocity, and weight formulas were

defined. The below plot displays the orbit given a planetary radius; Earth is chosen as the
planetary body in this case.

a = linspace(0,2*pi,100)
R = 6378 %kilometers;
x = R*cos(a);
y = R*sin(a);
plot(x,y,'-.ob')
hold on
plot(0,0,'-.ob')
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Figure 11. Plot of Earth’s Planetary Body and Corresponding Orbit

Figure 12. Parametric Diagram for Delta V
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Figure 13. Parametric Diagram for Mass Roll-Up

Figure 14. Sample Instance Specification for Mass Roll-Up
The parametric diagrams used in this model analysis run on instance specifications

(Figures 12-14). In doing so, different inputs can be analyzed. For example, in the mass roll-

up breakdown, the initial mass, or mass of structures, payload, and propellant mass can be
altered as instances in order to determine the combined effect on the system as a whole.

Similarly, for the rocket equation, it makes it easier to see the effects of the input variables
on change in velocity; the effects of the exit velocity and mass inputs can be clearly seen
and analyzed through instances.
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Conclusion
Lynx is expected to Lynx is expected to operate as an observatory, following up on black

hole seeds first identified by the James Webb Space Telescope. Its groundbreaking science
instruments are expected to provide fifty times the throughput of current observatories

like Chandra while also preserving its incomparable hyper-sharp spatial resolution. Lynx

will observe these supermassive black holes, studying their growth from the seed phase. In
operating as an observatory, it will downlink observation data down to mission control

who will then analyze it in order to determine how these black holes co-evolve with the
galaxies they reside in in efforts to gain insight into the process of galaxy formation and
evolution.

In examining its launch to orbit phase, the system architecture was modeled in order to

highlight the impact of the system’s design parameters, interactions, and operations on

overall performance. It was important to consider the mission requirements in order to

develop measures for performance that were instrumental in guiding the design process.
Once these requirements were developed and the measures of effectiveness determined,

the math was used in order to explain and verify the steps behind the design process. The

goal for the model was to map out structure, relationships, and requirements and measures
the highlight any opportunities for improvement or shortcomings in mission performance.
SHORTCOMINGS & FURTHER STEPS

Efforts in technology and development are continually on the rise. As a result, the specific

launch vehicle selected in this study may not be available in 2030s, however it would serve
as an adequate representation for the launch vehicles available then. In order to account

for this gap, the requirements used in analysis for the system are focused more on function
rather than on specific technological requirements. In future work, it may be useful to
analyze the effects of different technology on the overall performance.

Additionally, in validating the measures of performance, this analysis does not take on

formal steps towards requirements verification and validation. The base equations for the

performance indicators were put into Cameo and Matlab, but moving on, it will be better to
utilize a more formal approach for requirements validation in Cameo.
20

In future analysis, creating extensive behavior models, for example more sequence and

state machine diagrams and mapping out models for more levels in the system will be more
profitable in gaining more insight to the system as well as the changes different variables
and constraints have on the subsystems and the overall mission.
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